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ABSTRACT 

In this article, we propose a simple as well as efficient method of 

tracking nodes (EMTN) in mobile ad hoc networks. During the 

process of route discovery, source node of a communication 

session floods ROUTE_REQUEST packets to find a suitable 

route to the desired destination. EMTN aims at reducing the 

number of ROUTE_REQUESTS at each hop. This generates 

great performance enhancement especially in dense networks. 

Simulation results show that EMTN significantly increases the 

packet delivery ratio while decreasing the cost of messages and 

consumption of energy of network nodes at the cost of a bit extra 

bandwidth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A mobile ad hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes that 

communicate with each other without the aid of an established 

infrastructure or centralized administration. Its applications range 

from civilian use to emergency rescue sites and battlefields. The 

communication in ad hoc networks is either single hop or multi-

hop. If a node nj resides within the radio-range or transmission 

range of another node ni, then it can directly receive messages 

from ni and the communication will be termed as single hop. 

Otherwise, a chain of intermediate nodes need to establish a 

multi-hop bridge between the source and destination nodes. 

Those intermediate nodes are often termed as routers [1-11]. 

 

Several proactive and reactive routing protocols have been 

proposed for ad hoc networks. Among proactive routing protocols 

destination-sequenced distance vector (DSDV)[1], wireless 

routing protocol (WRP) [2], global state routing (GSR) [3] and 

source-tree adaptive routing (STAR) [4] are well known. They 

suffer from extremely huge storage overhead because they store 

information both about active and non-active routes. Reactive 

routing protocols are designed to reduce this overhead. They 

instruct the nodes to discover routes in a demand-driven manner 

and maintain information about active routes only. Dynamic 

source routing (DSR) [5], ad hoc on-demand distance vector 

routing (AODV) [6], light-weight mobile routing (LMR) [7] etc. 

are important reactive routing protocols. Among the state-of-the-

art reactive routing protocols, flow-oriented routing protocol 

(FORP) [8] and associativity based routing (ABR) [9] are 

mention-worthy. During route discovery in reactive routing 

protocols, the source node floods ROUTE_REQUEST message to 

find a suitable route to destination. EMTN aims at reducing the 

number of route-requests at each hop. Reduction in number of 

control packets reduce packet collision in the network that results 

in increase in packet delivery ratio reducing the delay in tracking 

the destination. 

2. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF 

EMTN 

2.1. The EMTN Method in Detail 

EMTN instructs each node to transmit HELLO message at 

regular intervals. The components of HELLO message 

transmitted by ni at time t include identification number of the 

node (ni), its radio-range (Ri), present geographical position of ni 

in terms of an ordered pair of latitude and longitude (latt i(t), 

longi(t)), interval between consecutive HELLO messages (int i), 

current timestamp t and timestamps of ROUTE_REQUEST 

messages that arrived at ni between (t- inti) and t, along with 

identification numbers of the source nodes generating those 

ROUTE_REQUESTS. The value of inti is determined by 

satisfying the constraint that inti < ((mi-1)µi/4) where mi is the 

number of locations in message queue of ni and µi  is the time 

required to process a message. The nodes residing within the 

radio-range of ni at time t are termed as downlink neighbors of ni 

at that time and ni is called their uplink neighbor. A node may 

have several uplink neighbors. After receiving the HELLO 

message transmitted by ni they reply with an acknowledgment 

message (ACK) containing their identification numbers, latitude 

and longitude information, radio-range, current timestamp and a 

RREQ_PROCESS_VECTOR. The field 

RREQ_PROCESS_VECTOR is a string of 0‟s and 1‟s indicating 

whether the node has already received the ROUTE_REQUESTS 

arrived at ni between (t- inti) and t, or not. If the string is 1001 

for a downlink neighbor nj of ni, then it denotes that 4 

ROUTE_REQUESTS arrived at ni between (t- inti) and t among 

which the first and the fourth one (as per the sequence mentioned 

in the HELLO message transmitted by ni at time t) has been 

received already by nj from some other uplink neighbor. Hence, 
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ni need to forward only the second and third ROUTE_REQUEST 

to nj. Before arrival of ACK from all the downlink neighbors, the 

pending ROUTE_REQUEST messages are entirely stored by ni 

in a cache C1. Each node also maintains a cache C2 of 

ROUTE_REQUESTS it has processed or is processing presently. 

C2 contains the timestamps of those processed 

ROUTE_REQUESTS and identification numbers of their 

sources. C is erased at the end of the day. After receiving a 

HELLO message containing information about 

ROUTE_REQUESTS, a node searches in its cache C2 to find out 

whether the request has already been processed or not. If it has 

been processed then the corresponding field of 

RREQ_PROCESS_VECTOR is set to 1. The field is set to 0 if 

the node has not received that ROUTE_REQUEST or it does not 

have any downlink neighbor. Depending upon the 

RREQ_PROCESS_VECTORs and geographical positions of 

downlink neighbors of ni, ni uses directional antenna to forward 

ROUTE_REQUESTs. This also helps to decrease redundancy 

during route discovery. If the downlink neighbors of ni who did 

not receive any particular ROUTE_REQUEST, are placed far 

apart so that use of directional antenna will cover more than 70% 

of the radio-circle of ni, ni decides to unicast or broadcast 

depending upon the comparative energy consumption. Let ui and 

bi denote the cost (in terms of energy consumption) of unicasting 

and broadcasting of a message by node ni to a downlink neighbor 

placed on the periphery of the radio-circle of ni. If pi be the 

number of downlink neighbors of ni who did not receive one 

particular ROUTE_REQUEST message, then ni will unicast the  

message provided (pi ui < bi). The energy saved  in  the   process 

compared  to ordinary  broadcasting is (bi - pi ui). 

      

Please note that EMTN instructs nodes to process 

ROUTE_REQUESTs as soon as they arrive in the nodes. If a 

node finds that one particular ROUTE_REQUEST needs to be 

forwarded then it forwards that without delay i.e. the 

ROUTE_REQUESTS are never kept in message queues in 

EMTN. Immediately after receiving a HELLO message, the 

receiver sends the ACK provided some other message (may or 

may not be HELLO message) has not already arrived. If a 

message arrives before transmission of ACK, then first that 

message is received and then the underlying node tries to 

transmit the ACK. 

 

2.2. Redundant Uplink Neighbors in EMTN 

Let a node np has three uplink neighbors ni, nj and nk. Assume 

that, the HELLO message transmitted by ni at time t consists of 

the fields (ni, Ri, latti(t), longi(t), 8, t, ns, ts, na, ta, nb, tb). 

Similarly the HELLO message transmitted by nj at time t+2 

consists of (nj, Rj, lattj(t+2), longj(t+2), 5, t+2, ns, ts, nm, tm) and 

the one transmitted by nk at time t+1 contains the information 

(nk, Rk, lattk(t+1), longk(t+1), 10, t+1, ns, ts, nr, tr) where ts, ta, tb, 

tm and tr all are less than t. The nodes ns, na, nb, nm and nr all 

have generated ROUTE_REQUESTS before time t. The values 

of inti, intj and intk are 8, 5 and 10 respectively. np could not send 

ACK to ni and nk immediately after receiving their HELLO 

messages because the HELLO messages continued to come at np 

and np had to receive them all. At time t+2, all the three uplink 

neighbors of np are ready to forward it the ROUTE_REQUEST 

generated by ns at time ts. Now np will have to specify in its 

RREQ_PROCESS_VECTORs from whom it wishes to receive 

the ROUTE_REQUEST with timestamp ts generated by ns. This 

is termed as “Redundant Uplink Neighbor” problem. In order to 

solve this problem, np assigns weights to the redundant uplink 

neighbors. The weights wip(t+2), wjp(t+2) and wkp(t+2) assigned 

by np to ni, nj and nk respectively, at time t. Mathematical 

expression for wip(t+2) appears in (1). 

wip(t+2) = f1ip(t+2)  f2i  f3ip(t+2)                                         (1) 

where, f1ip(t+2)  = (1 - distip(t+2)/(Ri+1)) 

f2i = ((Ri - Rmin)/(Rmax - Rmin)) 

f3ip(t+2) = (1-1/ ip(t+2)) 

distip(t+2) is the distance between ni and np as per the latitude 

and longitude information available till time (t+2). np is 

continuously residing within the radio-circle of ni from time  (t + 

2 - ip(t+2)) till time (t+2). Rmin and Rmax denote the minimum 

and maximum possible radio-ranges of the network, respectively. 

The weight of an uplink neighbor of np increases if it is close to 

np (the proximity will increase the signal strength and reduce the 

time required by a signal to reach from that uplink neighbor of np 

to np) and there are chances that the link between them will 

survive in near future. The chance of link survival depends upon 

two things – the time duration for which the link has survived 

and the radio-range of the uplink neighbor within the range from 

Rmin to Rmax. If a link has already continuously survived for long, 

then chances are high that the link will remain alive in near 

future. Moreover, a node with high radio-range has more capacity 

to preserve a downlink neighbor within its radio-circle compared 

to a node with comparatively low radio-range. The issue of 

survival of link is important in EMTN because if the 

responsibility of forwarding a ROUTE_REQUEST is assigned to 

ni by np where the link from ni to np is fragile, then it may happen 

that before sending the ROUTE_REQUEST ni looses its link 

with np. If a node has redundant downlink neighbors, then any 

one of those with highest weight, is picked up as the optimal 

choice. 

 

2.3. Bandwidth Overhead in EMTN 

Let αi be the time required by ni to receive a 

ROUTE_REQUEST. Then the maximum number of 

ROUTE_REQUESTs that can be received by ni within time 

interval inti, is given by (inti/αi). Assuming L to be the largest 

identification number of a node in the network and T to be the 

highest timestamp of a day, the number of bits required by the 

HELLO message of ni for representing ROUTE_REQUEST 

information is given by (inti/αi)(log2L+log2T). The number of bits 

in the RREQ_PROCESS_VECTOR of all downlink neighbors of 

ni is (inti/αi). 

 

2.4. Delay in EMTN 

In the dense and congested networks of today, a 

ROUTE_REQUEST message is not expected to be processed by 
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a node as soon as it arrives at that node. If there are pending 

messages to be forwarded, the ROUTE_REQUEST message has 

to wait in message queue of the underlying node. Please note that 

the messages to be forwarded are forwarded on a first-come-first-

served basis in the unicast protocols proposed for ad hoc 

networks in references 1-9. Assuming mi to be the size of 

message queue of a node ni, in worst case a message has to wait 

for processing of (mi-1) number of messages and in best case a 

message is processed immediately after arrival. For simplicity in 

analysis let us assume both the above cases to be equally likely. 

Then, on an average, the waiting time of a message (including 

ROUTE_REQUEST) in existing protocols is (mi-1)/2. On the 

other hand, in EMTN embedded protocols, a 

ROUTE_REQUEST packet may have to wait in cache C1 of ni 

for less than (2× inti) time interval. Since the value of inti is 

determined by satisfying the constraint that int i < ((mi-1)µi/4), 

(2× inti) is definitely less than ((mi-1)µi/2). 

 

2.5. Complexity of EMTN 

EMTN instructs a node to look into its cache C2 before replying 

the HELLO message of any uplink neighbor and if redundant 

uplink neighbors are there, weights are to be assigned to them 

and one of them with maximum weight will be selected. The 

maximum possible number of entries in C2 of any node is N.T 

where N is the total number of nodes in the network and T is all 

possible timestamps of a day. Applying the method of binary 

search will reduce the cost of searching an entry in C2. The 

associated cost is O(log2(N.T)) i.e. O(log2(N)) since T is a 

constant. At any point of time, a node may have at most N 

redundant uplink neighbors and the complexity of assigning 

weight to each of them is O(1). Hence, the complexity of 

resolving the redundant uplink neighbor problem is O(N).  

 

The space complexity of EMTN is due to the caches C1 and C2. 

Hence, the complexity is O(N). 

 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Simulation of the mobile network has been carried out using ns-2 

[12] simulator on 800 MHz Pentium IV processor, 40 GB hard 

disk capacity and Red Hat Linux version 6.2 operating system. 

Graphs appear in figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 showing emphatic 

improvements in favor of EMTN embedded protocols. Number of 

nodes has been taken as 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000 in six 

different independent simulation studies. Speed of a node is 

chosen randomly between 0 to 45m/sec. Transmission range 

varied between 5m and 60m. Used network area is 3000m 

3000m. Used traffic type is constant bit rate. Mobility models 

used in various runs are random waypoint, random walk and 

Gaussian. Performance of some state-of-the-art reactive 

protocols, for example, DSR, AODV and  ABR are compared 

with their EMTN embedded versions (only the route-discovery 

part of the protocols follow the logic of EMTN; selection of the 

optimal route, communication and link breakage recovery – all 

these parts of the protocols remain unchanged).   

 

In order to maintain uniformity of the implementation platform, 

we have used ns-2 simulator for all the above-mentioned 

communication protocols. The simulation matrices are packet 

delivery ratio (total no. of packets delivered/total no. of packets 

transmitted 100), total message overhead,   delay in tracking the 

destination ((for all generated ROUTE_REQUEST message, 

summation of (smallest timestamp of tracking a destination– 

timestamp of generation of the ROUTE_REQUEST 

message))/total no. of ROUTE_REQUESTS generated) and 

summation of energy consumption of nodes. Simulation time was 

500 sec. for each run. 
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Fig1: Packet delivery ratio vs number of nodes 
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Fig 2: Message cost vs number of nodes 
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Fig 3: Consumed energy vs number of nodes 
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Delay in tracking the destination vs 
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Fig 4: Delay in tracking the destination vs number of nodes 

 

Since redundant ROUTE_REQUESTS are much lesser in EMTN 

embedded protocols, hence the cost of messages as well as 

consumption of energy in nodes, are much lesser in those 

compared to the ordinary version of the protocols. Reduced 

message cost generates less signal collision and as a result, 

packet delivery ratio increase with decrease in the delay in 

tracking the destination. Energy saving is around 50% in EMTN 

embedded protocols, whereas the improvement in respect of 

packet delivery ratio is 15.14% and in case of delay in tracking 

the destination, it is 7.3%. 

4. CONCLUSION 
EMTN is an efficient method that greatly reduces redundancy 

during the tracking of destination nodes. It is completely 

independent of the underlying reactive routing protocol. The 

logic of EMTN is simple to implement and it produces 

significant improvement at the cost of some extra bandwidth 

which is affordable. 
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